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"The weakness of the nuclear spin interactions, so far described as an advantage, leads on the other hand to severe detection problems. Large number of spins are required to discriminate the weak signals from noise. Under optimum conditions \[...\], 10^14^--10^15^ spins of one kind are needed to detect a signal within a performance time of one hour. The low signal‐to‐noise ratio is the most limiting handicap of NMR. Any increase by technical means will significantly extend the possibility range of NMR application."[1](#anie201702766-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} This quotation from Richard Ernst\'s Nobel prize lecture sets the stage for numerous studies and approaches to improve the signal‐to‐noise‐ratio (S/N) in NMR. In recent years, many different methods, including PHIP,[2](#anie201702766-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} SABRE,[2](#anie201702766-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} hyperpolarized noble gases,[3](#anie201702766-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} MAS DNP,[4](#anie201702766-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} nitrogen vacancies in diamonds,[5](#anie201702766-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} dissolution DNP,[6](#anie201702766-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} and DNP in the solid‐state,[7](#anie201702766-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} have been developed, and a summary of these can be found in a recent review article in Angewandte Chemie.[8](#anie201702766-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}

A particularly important approach for signal enhancement is dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP), a technique described first by Overhauser and Abragam and pioneered by Bob Griffin over many years. In this technique, the sensitivity of NMR is enhanced by transferring the higher electron spin magnetization to the nucleus through the hyperfine interactions between electron and nuclear spins. The electron spins of the radical are irradiated with microwaves (MW) at/near the electron Larmor frequency.[9](#anie201702766-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} In a simple way: the sample is first doped with a stable radical, the electron spin transitions of the radical are irradiated with MW, and afterwards an increased NMR signal is detected.

Up to now, many applications have been published for DNP in the solid state, including the characterization of photo‐intermediates for various rhodopsins[10](#anie201702766-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} or of functional groups on the surface of catalysts,[11](#anie201702766-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} or the detection of cell receptors at native concentrations, to name only a few recent examples.[12](#anie201702766-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}

The highlighted publication by the Bennati group focusses on novel methods for DNP in the liquid state.[14](#anie201702766-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} Here, the enhancement *ϵ* depends on a number of different experimental parameters:$$\epsilon = 1 - \xi fs\frac{\left| \gamma_{S} \right|}{\gamma_{I}}$$

where $\gamma_{S,I}$ are the gyromagnetic ratios of electron and nuclear spins, $s$ is the saturation factor of the electron spins, $f$ is the leakage factor, and $\xi$ is the coupling factor. $s$ and $f$ can range between 0 and 1. The theoretical maximum of enhancement results from the gyromagnetic ratios, which are *γ* ~e~/*γ* ~H~=−658 for ^1^H or *γ* ~e~/*γ* ~C~=−2618 for ^13^C. To understand the underlying mechanism of DNP enhancement at high magnetic field in the liquid state, measurement of the coupling factor $\xi$ is crucial.

In proton‐detected DNP experiments at higher field, only small signal enhancements (\<10^2^) have been observed up to now.[7](#anie201702766-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} The hyperpolarization in this case is dominated by electron--nuclear dipole--dipole interactions, which diminish as field strength increases. Only one high‐field application of ^13^C, ^15^N, ^19^F, and ^31^P has been reported, where significant contribution from scalar interaction was observed.[13](#anie201702766-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} The generally used model to predict DNP enhancements assumes spins on spherical molecules and translational diffusion; such treatment leads to the possibility to describe the DNP in a closed analytical form. This model was able to reproduce experimental ^1^H DNP enhancements for different solvents, with different radicals and at different fields.

In the contribution from the Bennati laboratory highlighted here, enhancements of ^13^C solvent nuclei at a magnetic field of 3.4 T (144 MHz proton, 36.4 MHz carbon and 94 GHz electron Larmor frequency) and of ^13^C‐labelled compounds doped with ^15^N‐labelled TEMPONE (4‐oxo‐2,2,6,6‐tetramethylpiperidine‐*N*‐oxyl) are reported.[14](#anie201702766-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} In all cases, signal enhancements of at least two orders of magnitude were observed. In case of CCl~4~, an unprecedented 930±100 signal enhancement was detected (Figure [1](#anie201702766-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). In case of acetoacetate, diethyl malonate, and pyruvic acid with the ^13^C labeling pattern shown in Figure [1](#anie201702766-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}, 100‐ to 300‐fold enhancements were observed. These enhancements represent the highest enhancement achieved by Overhauser DNP to date, and cannot be explained within the general mechanistic framework developed until now.

![Left: ^13^C NMR spectrum of ^13^C‐labeled CCl~4~ at thermal equilibrium. Center: ^13^C NMR spectrum of the former compound with only one scan after MW irradiation; measured enhancement factor=930±100. Right: ^13^C‐labeled compounds with attached protons show 100--300 fold enhancement.](ANIE-56-8332-g001){#anie201702766-fig-0001}

To understand the relying mechanism behind this phenomenon, the authors measured the leakage factor $f$ and the saturation factor $s$ separately, and based on Equation (1), they were able to calculate the coupling factor and their temperature dependence. In addition, the ^13^C nuclei spin‐lattice relaxation *T* ~1n~ was measured to determine the scalar relaxation probability. To further elaborate on the scalar relaxation dominated electron--nuclei spin interaction, in the Luchinat laboratory in Florence, nuclear magnetic relaxation dispersion (NMRD) was measured of ^13^C in CHCl~3~ and CCl~4~ up to 1 T. The experimental results could be reproduced in good agreement with their new model, and from the fitting parameters, it could be concluded that at higher fields, ^13^C relaxation is dominated by scalar hyperfine interactions mediated by the chlorine atom and modulated at a very fast time scale around 1 ps. This is in contrast with low‐field Overhauser DNP, where mostly the single quantum transitions mediated by dipolar interactions dominate the coupling factor between electron and nuclei spin. The scalar‐relaxation‐mediated hyperpolarization has favorable scaling with higher magnetic fields in comparison to the dipolar‐relaxation‐mediated hyperpolarization. To predict the strength of the ^13^C hyperfine coupling, the authors calculated the structure of the spin‐radical‐chloroform complex (Figure [2](#anie201702766-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}) using quantum chemical calculations.

![Two geometry‐optimized (using Gaussian 09) orientations of the non‐methylated TEMPONE‐derivative⋅CHCl~3~ complex used to calculate ^13^C hyperfine coupling constants. On the left, the H atom of CHCl~3~ coordinates with the oxygen atom of the radical, on the right, the chlorine atom coordinates with the oxygen atom (unpaired electron) of the radical. Color code: C gray, Cl green, H white, N blue, O red.](ANIE-56-8332-g002){#anie201702766-fig-0002}

The authors then tested the general feasibility of ^13^C DNP measurements in biologically relevant molecules with different chemical environment. In all cases, they were able to show 100--200‐fold enhancement on carbon nuclei with a attached proton. For the α‐carbons of diethyl malonate, a positive enhancement was observed that originates from scalar interactions. In conclusion, either proton‐ or chlorine‐mediated hyperfine interactions allow significant DNP signal enhancement through a scalar mechanism.

These results point out the limitations of previous models that predicted low DNP enhancement at high field in the liquid state. The elaborate analysis of the mechanism of the DNP interactions using MD and DFT calculations aids in the design of new radicals and an experimental setup at high field, which is standard in high‐resolution NMR spectroscopy. Even though a restriction on sample volume still exists, new MW technologies might be able to overcome these limitations, which would enable the application of DNP in standard liquid‐state NMR measurements. Such methodological improvements would find widespread application: In the case of metabolomics, on‐chip NMR, microfluidic device detection, or experiments coupled to HPLC, where the sample amount is limited, the DNP enhancement achieved by Bennati et al. could allow NMR to become the method of detection. In metabolomics so far, the lower limit of detection is around the micromolar range. With DNP, it might be possible to reach nanomolar range, which would be required to detect small molecules at their physiological concentrations and for metabolomic flux analysis.
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